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Abstract
Hong Kong's garment industry has grown very fast for
three decades. Although, the advantages of the availability
of cheap labor and the privileges of enjoying relatively
free access to the principal overseas markets have gradually
been eroded in recent years, Hong Kong's garment industry
still grew steadily. The steady growth of Hong Kong's
garment inslustry in recent years can be attributed to the
success in moving upmarket and the product diversification
in response to two major difficulties,. namely quota
restraints and the existence of low-cost competitors.
Quota restraints have found to lead to product
diversification, while low-cost competitors has-put pressure
on the industry to concentrate on more sophisticated
product. This may seem paradoxical, but actually the
diverification, induced by the quota system, is in the
direction of using more materials that are under less
restraints.
The process of quality up-grading is examined in
details. Using growth rates of prices and quantities of
major product groups in Hong Kong's garment exports and an
econometric model, it is established that moving upmarket is
a significant phenomenon and its pace has accelerated in
recent years.
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Before the Second World War, Hong Kong's garment
industry operated in a very small scale. By 1950, there
were only 40 garment factories employing less than 2,000
workers. However, the industry has grown very fast since
then. The 1950s witnessed rapid expansion, partly as a
result of an infusion of capital and entrepreneurial skills
from China which improved Hong Kong's ability to meet
increasing ':orld demand, and partly because of the system of
Commonwealth Preference which gave Hong Kong exporters duty-
free access into the United Kingdom. The expansion of the
1950s was also accompanied by a gradual move towards
vertical integration(Report of The Advisory Committee on
Diversification 1979). Then the garment industry grew
rapidly ant' developed into one of the most important
industry to Hong Kong. Since 1975, it has accounted for
over 20% of total number of manufacturing establishments and
has employed over 30% of the labor force in the
manufacturing sector.(Report...)
Since most of the garments produced in Hong Kong are
exported, the growth performance of the clothing industry
2can be assessed by reference to exports.(Report...) Export
data of he garment industry from Hong Kong Trade
Statistics is used to investigate the performance of the
garment industry of Hong Kong in this thesis. In fact,
exports of garment industry grew very fast in the past three
decades. Table 1.1 presents some statistics on growth record
of the industry from 1070 to 1984. As shown in the Report
of The Advisory Committee on Diversification 1979, exports
of textile clothing in current prices grew at 16.3% per
annum duri,g the period 1960 to 1978. On the other hand,
non-textile clothing, such as leather clothing and -fur
clothing, in current prices also rose sharply in 1970s.
During the period 1970 to 1978, exports of leather clothing
in current prices grew at an average annual rate 44.2%.
Exports of fur clothing in current prices grew even faster.
It grew at an average annual rate 85.1% over' the same
period. In fact, the fast growth rate of exports of the
garment industry in current prices has preserved till now.
Over the fourteen years from 1970 to 1984, clothing exports
in current prices, which included both textile and non-
textile clothing, grew at an average annual growth rate of
18.5%. Within these years, there were a recession period,
1977 and 1978, in the industry. Over this period, clothing
exports in current prices only grew at an average annual
rate of 4.9%. There were in fact a negative growth rate in
the exports in 1977. The growth rate of exports in this
period was indeed relatively small, not only compared to the
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fast growth rate of the periods before and after it but also
the average inflation rate 5.4% in this period. During the
period 1970 to 1976, clothing exports in current prices grew
at an average annual rate of 22.0% and during the period
1978 to 1984, it still grew at an average annual rate of
19.9%.
Althou'h the garment industry has grown rapidly during
the :I..ast '}lree decades, it encouters much difficulty in
recent years. The quota restraints on our garment exports
and the existence of low cost competitors in this region are
the two large shocks to our garment industry. Product
diversification and movement up-market are the two major
response to these shocks.
Because of the binding constraints due to quota
restriotion. on hot products, the industry has to produce
more unrestricted products or less restrictive, products.
Concentration in a few kinds of product will endanger the
growth of the industry from both economic and political
points of, view. Expansion of the production of a few
product lines will inevitably run into inelastic demands and
will thus decrease profit margins. This will put pressure
on the industry to diversify to other products. Occupying
too large a market share of a specific product in another
country will also generate political pressure of protection.
The diversification in products would help to decrease the
political p essure of protection from foreign countries. In
addition, diversification in products reduces risk. It will
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make the industry as well as the economy more stable against
fluctuations in demand for a specific product. It is also a
good response to quota restrictions from importing
countries. If we do not develop new product lines before
quota restrictions become binding, it will be too late in
this competitive world. Some knowledge about the production
process must come from learning by doing. However, the
learning process needs time. The earlier one enters the
market, the more assets one can earn in the war of
competition, These assets not only include the technical
knowhow, bent also better reputation and larger market
shares. Pruduct diversification is indeed beneficial to the
industry. But this does not mean that products in the
garment industry will become more and more diversified in
reality. The emergence of lower cost competitors has put
some presuure on Hong Kong's garment manufacturers. They
have a comparative disadvantage in price competition and in
producing standard and simple products. In Hong Kong, a
large share of garments exports in recent years are
sophisticated products, such as jackets, suits, overcoats,
blouses, trousers, jeans, shorts and shirts. During the
period under study, over 70% of exports of the garment
industry were these products. Having comparative advantage
in quality competition, the industry is forced to
concentrate in these products. Here, the two external
shocks, namely quota restrictions and the existence of low
cost competitors, seems to have opposite effects on product
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diversification in the garment industry.
Another response to the quota restrictions from
importing countries is movement upmarket, which includes
quality up--grading of the products and shifting to high
valued products. As stated in the Report of The Advisory
Committee on Diversification 1979, p50",
"Given that, the production of clothing involves relatively
labour-intensive processes, the principal supply side factor
contributing to its growth in the 1950s and 1960s was the
availability of labour in those years. This advantage has
gradually been eroded over time, particularly in comparison
with lower cost competitors.... The existence of restraints
and the higher costs of production in relation to other
competing suppliers in the region have, in recent years,
encouraged the clothing industry to move upmarket."
As it will be discussed-later, it is evident that there were
quality up-grading in products of the garment industry.
Over the fourteen years, export price index of the garment
industry increased by 11.1% per annum while average
inflation r, Le over the same period were only 9.5%. During
the period 1978 to 1984, export price index of the garment
industry increased even faster. It increased by 14.2% per
annum, whi.ch was about 2.8%. higher than the average
inflation rate of 11.4% in the same period. We will discuss
in later chapters that exports of the industry are shifting
from quantity driven growth to quality driven growth. In
fact, the growth rate of the quantum index of exports of the
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industry lags significantly behind that of the value index
in recent years. This indicates that the industry has been
undergoing quality and quantity substitution. Indeed, the
quality anyd quantity substitution is an effective response
to the increasing quota restrictions. Also, moving upmarket
can be viet ed as a competitive strategy against other cost
competitors. Besides the quality of products, Hong Kong's
garment maiiufactuerers provide excellent services. As
remarlbed by a major U.S. buyer, there is really no where
else to go. Hong'Kong manufacturers can handle anything you
throw at them. (Baran 1986) In addition, moving upmarket
is also a response to the demand for high-quality and
fashion goods in Hong Kong's principal export markets
(Report...)
In thr first half of this thesis, I will discuss
product di,ersification of the garment industry. In the
second half, I will then investigate quality up-grading
problem of the industry. The whole thesis will consist of
seven chapters with the methodology presented in chapter 2.
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In this thesis, I will use a quantitative approach to
tackle the issues of product differentiation and quality up-
grading. fo first of all, I have to collect data on the
garment industry. As stated in the "Report of The Advisory
Committee oln Diversification 1979", "the growth performance
of the clothing industry can be assessed by reference to
exports." Thus, data over the fifteen years from 1970 to
1984 of the exports of the garment industry from the Hong
Kong Trade Statistics", at SITC six digit level, is used to
assess the performance of the industry.
However, the classification of exports data of. the
garment industry in the Hong Kong Trade Statistics is not
consistent over the whole period from 1970 to 1984. The
classi.ficat. c.on was changed in 1978. The classification of
product groups in the garment industry in the "Hong Kong
Trade Stati. tics are hence different before and after 1978.
There were only 232 product groups in the garment industry
before 1978. However, the industry is divided into over
five hundred product groups after that year. Many product
groups in the classification before 1978 was divided into
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two or more groups when the classification method was
revised. Whis re-classification has caused much difficulty
in the analysis. Luckily, the amendment in the Hong Kong
Trade Statistics, Annual Supplement, 1978 helped me to
solve the problem. In the Annual Supplement of 1978, I
found an amendment showing the comparison of the product
groups before and after that year. With this amendment, I
can map Me data after 1978 to the old classification.
There were also some minor revision of the classification
after 1978. Luckily, these problems can also be solved with
the aid of the amendments of the corresponding years.
However, to map over ten thousand data points into
consistent series has not been easy. There are now data on
export prices and quantities of a total of 232 consistent
product groups from 1970 to 1984. All the data is in
machine readable form and is hence available for other
researchers. In addition, all exports data are in current
prices.
In this thesis I want to study the effects of quota
restraints on export performance of the garment industry.
Unluckily, the classification in the Hong Kong Trade
Statistics does not match with the quota catagories of the
quota system, which is an un-resolved difficulty. We can
only obtain some general ideas about the restrictions on
some products of the garment industry. But direct
comparison is still impossible. Obviously, elegant
statistical analysis is out of the question. Since the
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quota catagories and their classification are very
complicated and different from country to country, I will
not dicuss them in this thesis. The readers that are
interested in quota classification can take a look at
various issues of the Trade Industry and Customs
Department, Annual Statistical Review. I will only give
some general idea about quota restrictions that are helpful
to my thesis: where it is needed.
Data in prices and quantites are needed in the
analysis. The data on quantities of the 232 product groups
can easil be obtained from the Hong Kong Trade
Statistics. Besides the classification problem mentioned
earlier, most of the quantities data were denominated in
dozen before 1978 and in unit term after 1978, so the
quantities data before 1978 have to be re-denominated when
necessary. To obtain the data series of export prices is
more compl.icated for they are not provided directly by the
Hong Kong "rade Statistics". Luckily, we have data on the
values of exports and the corresponding quantities. We can
obtain export prices simply by dividing the values of
exports by the corresponding quantities. There is an issue
of aggregation here, but it is the only method and we have
no other choice. The procedure implies that there is only
one product within a product group.
The definition of growth rate used in this thesis is
only the traditional one. The growth rate of the value of
exports of a product group in year t is defined as the
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difference between the value of exports of the group in year
t and year t-1 and divided by the value of exports of the
group in year t-1.
i.e.:
The rate of growth of total exports of the garment industry
in year t is simply equal to the difference between total
exports of the industry in year t and year t-1 and divided
by the tot: l exports of the industry in year t-1. As it
would be shown in chapter 5, it is also equal-to the shares
weighted average of the growth rate of the product groups.
The share o a product group is measured by the value of its
exports in year t-1 divided by the total exports of the
industry in year t-1. The rate of growth of export price of
a product group in year t is equal to the difference in
price between year t and year t-1 and divided by export
price of the group in year t-1. The export price of the
industry is defined as the share weighted average of export
price of they product groups. The rate of growth of export
volume is defined as the difference-between the/growth rate
of the vale u e of exports and the growth rate of the export
price.
in this thesis, I will divide the years under review
into three periods, 1970 to 1976, 1976 to 1978 and 1978 to
1984 so that we can make intertemporal comparison more
easily. I call the period 1976 to 1978 a recession period
of the garment industry. In these two years, clothing
exports grew very slowly at an average annual rate of only
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4.85%. The average growth rate in this period was small not
only relative to the high growth rates of the first and the
third period, but also relative to the inflation rate in
this period. Also dropping the middle two years would make
the changes more outstanding and hence can be observed more
easily.
The Gl)P deflator will be used as the proxy of the
general price level and is used to compute the inflation
rate. In addition, total export price index will be used as
a reference too.
In next two chapters, I will discuss product
diversification. In chapter 3, some theoretical background
will be discussed. Then I will use some concentration
indices to investigate product diversification at the 232
product groups level. In chapter 4, I will examine product
diversification again at a more aggregated level. I will
use three classification methods, namely classification by
sex, by materials and classification employed in the "Survey
of Industrial Production, Hong Kong", to consolidate the
data. Product diversification as well as the direction of
development of the garment industry will then be discussed.
In chapter 5, I will discuss quality up-grading of the
garment industry. Here, I will examine quality up-grading
from the data as well as from the growth rates of computed
export prices and quantities. In chapter 6, I will discuss
quality up-grading again with an econometric approach.
Concluding remarks can be found in chapeter 7.
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Chapter 3
Product Diversification-- An Overview
Product lliversitication is an important competitive
strategy. It is also an effective response to
protectionism, particularly export quota restraints.
Indeed, there are many disadvantages for an industry to
concentrate in a few products. Firstly, exports of the
industry will be more unstable under fluctuations of demand
of hot products. It will also decrease the profit margins
of the hot products if the industry faces a monopolistic
competitive market structure and is subject to the law of
diminsishin€- returns. Concentration in a few products may
also result in too large a market share in the importing
countries, which will generate political pressure to protect
the domestie industries. However, there are still some
advantages of concentration in products. The concentration
in a few products may bring good reputation in producing
those products, and may also take advantage of economy of
scale. A.Lthough there are some advantages and
disadvantages, the product mix is mainly determined by the
endowment 88 well as the constraints faced by the economy.
Still, it should be stressed that product diversification is
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a good response to quota restrictions from the importing
countries. Some knowledge about production processes must
come from iearning by doing and the learning process takes
time. The earlier one enters the market, the more assets
one can earn, which is important in the competition with
other suppliers. These assets include not only technical
knowhow, but also a better reputation and larger market
share. Therefore, it will be too late for an economy to
develop ne., product lines after quota restrictions become
binding.
However, the existence of low cost competitors may nave
an opposite effect on product diversification in the garment
industry of Hong Kong. Most of Hong Kong's clothing exports
are advanced products, such as jackets, suits, overcoats,
trousers, shorts, jeans, shirts and blouses. During the
period under review, over 70% of Hong Kong's clothing
exports are these advanced products. Having comparative
disadvantage in producing standard and simple products, the
industry are forced to concentrate in these products.
Here, we have two counter. forces on product
diversification in the garment industry. Hence, the actual
development path of the industry cannot be determined
without a tightly specified model. Modelling with too much
a priori assumptions is a dangerous business. In this and
the next chapters, I will investigate this problem with a
data analysis approach. The facts have to be established
first.
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As mentioned in last chapter, exports oz the garment
industry are divided into 232 product groups according to
the olassi''ication in the Hong Kong Imports and Exports
Classificat on List (1974). Using data of exports of the
garment industry from 1970 to 1984, I find that the shares
of these 2,12 product groups are not stable. They actually
change over time.
In this chapter, I will use some concentration indices,
namely Herf'.i.ndahl-Hirschman Index, C-4 index and C-10 index,
to measure the process of product diversification of the
garment industry. After providing an overall picture of
product div'rsification in this chaper, I will discuss this
problem ag:d n in more details using more aggregate data in
the next 'hapter. This will help us to figure out the
pattern of the evolution of the industry.
3.1 Concentration Indices
To study the concentration of products, a commonly used
method is. concentration indices. It can summarized an
industry by a number, which can give us a general idea about
the degree of concentration. Although it is easy to be
interpreted, it would lose many valuable information. The
distribution of the whole industry is complicated. It is
generally impossible to capture all the information about a
distribution by a number. However, it is still useful in
16
finding general direction about product concentration.
Here, I will discuss two kinds of concentration indices.
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3.1.1 Concentration Ratio
The Concentration Ratio is simply defined as the
percentage of total shares of exports contributed by largest
few product groups. In this thesis, I will use two series
of Concentration Ratios, namely C-4 and C-10 indices. They
are defined as the percentages of total shares of exports
contributed by the largest four and ten product groups
respeo-tivel.
The Concentration Ratio stresses only on the performance
of the lt, i-gest few product groups. Ranking the product
groups by their shares in descending order, we can see that
the Concentration Ratio can be interpreted by means of the
cumulative distribution. Only the left tail of the
distribution has an effect on the Concentration Ratio.
3.1.2 Herfiridahl-Hirschman Index
Unlike the Concentration Ratio, the whole distribution
has effect on the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index, which is
defint d as the sum of squares of the shares of each product
groups. That is,
Like the Concentration Ratio, the Herfindahl-Hirschman
Index increases with its degree of concentration. It
attains its upper bound of 1 if the industry produces only







of product groups, if all the product groups have equal
shares.
As the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index is defined as the sum
of squares of the shares of the product groups, it weights
more heavily larger product groups than smaller ones. Also,
changes in the shares of larger product groups have more
impact on the index than the smaller ones.(1)
3.2 The Movement of the Concentration Indice
Jn this section, I will use the three concentration
indices described above to measure the degree of
concentrati' ,n among the 232 product groups of the garment























All three concentration indices showed increasing
trends in concentration before 1976. However, the trends
were not smooth. There were some discrete jumps. As shown
in table 3.1, the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index increased from
0.0289 in 1974 to 0.0356 in 1976. However, the Herfindahl-
Hirschman Index changed only a little from 1970 to 1974. It-
changed from 0.0290 in 1970 to 0.0289 in 1974. Also, the C-
4 index and the C-10 index shown in table 3.1 showed similar
phenomena. However, the products in the garment industry
seemed to get more and more diversify after 1976. The
Herfindahl-Hirschman index dropped from 0.0356 in 1976 to
20
0.0301 in 1984, though it reached another peak in 1981.
The Herfindahl-Hirschman Index gives more weights to
the larger product groups and hence will be affected
significantly by movements in their shares. Jeans which was
a major product in the group named Slacks shorts cotton not
knit wens and boys, with code number 841117, dominated-the
movement of the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index in the 1970s.
Indeed. this product group became the largest group in
exports of the garment industry since 1971, as shown in
Table 3.2. In 1976, the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index reached
its peak. Also, the share of the product group also reached
its peak accounting for more than 12% of total exports of
the garment industry. However, the growth of this product
group was censtrained by the quotas setted by many importing
countries(2. Although its exports still grew steadily, its
share in total clothing exports dropped after 1976. It only
accounted for about 7.7% of total exports in the garment
industry in 1984. Its decrease in share after 1976 induced
a decreasing trend on the concentration indices.
The share of the product group "Slacks shorts cotton
not knit meris and boys increased again in the late 1970's,
bringing about another increasing period in the
concentration indices. However, the peaks in the
concentration indices in 1981 were caused by increases in
the shares of the product group Slacks shorts cotton not
knit womens and girls, with code number 841146, which has
become the second largest product group since 1975. But,
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the shares of both product groups dropped very fast after
1981. Also, the concentration indices dropped very fast
after this peak.
In addition, fur clothing and blouses grew more and
more important. If this trend continues, they will soon
become another important factor on the concentration
indices.
3.3 Concluding Remarks
The movements of the concentration indices presented
above was indeed dominated by the two largest product
groups, Slacks shorts cotton not knit mens and boys and
Slacks shorts cotton not knit womens and girls. In early
1970s, exports of the two products grew very fast. From 1970
to 1976, their exports grew annually, on the average, by
29.6% and 39.9% respectively. Also, the concentration
indices shcw increasing trends in early 1970's. However,
the exports quotas put on our garment industry, particularly
on these two product groups, became binding constraints on
the growth of these two product groups around mid-1970's.
All the quotas of these two product groups to different
importing countries were fully, or even overly utilized.each
year. From 1976 to 1984, exports of these two product groups
only grew at average annually rates 9.2% and 15.5%, which
were lower than the annual growth rate of the whole garment
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industry. The concentration indices also showed a
decreasing trend in concentration after 1976.
The export quotas on our garment industry restricted us
from specializing on the production of.product groups that
we have comparative advantage and affected our choice of
optimal production mix. This will cause an efficiency loss,
at least in the short run. However, the quota system may
have accelerated the process of quality up-grading. As
quantities are under restraints, producers will try to
produce higl)t:!r value-added products. These products usually
have higher quality. Also, they usually need higher
technology and better design. This would speed up the
adoption of technology. In addition, product
diversification would reduce risk. It makes the industry
less sensitive to the fluctuations in the demand for major
products.
In this chapter, I have discussed.. product
diversification in a disaggregate level. In the next
chapter, I will aggregate the data into larger groups, using
three grouping methods. I will classify the products by
sex, by materials used and by the classification in the
Survey of Industrial-Production, Hong Kong. This will
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0.07660.( i94 0.0790 841146841146841146
0.06048414660.('145 841465 0.0479841465
0.0483842010842010 0.0393842010 0.0377
0.04440.0374 841431 0.0354 841465841739
0.0340 841137 0.03580.0368 841137841431
0. C 353 841739 0.0334 841431 0.0327841137
841466 841866 0.0267841866 0.0260 0.0332
0.0230 841866 0.0249841161 0.0263 841739
0.0216 0.0238841722 841161 841161 0.0238
The product name list of the top ten products are on the next
page.
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Product List of the Top Ten Products:
841111 Suits jackets cotton not knit mens and boys
841117 Slacks shorts cotton not knit mens and boys
841134 Skirts dresses cotton not knit womens and girls
841137 Blouses cotton not knit/embroider womens and gorls
841146 Slacks shorts cotton not knit womens and girls
841161 Shirts cotton not knit not dress
841302 Gloves leather
841431 Shirts cotton knit
841460 Coals and suits wool knit womens and girls
JaclcAs pullovers wool knit mens and boys841462
841465 Jacl:ets pullovers wool knit womens and girls
841466 Jackets pullovers textile nes knit womens and girls
841483 Outer garments nes wool knit womens and girls
841713 Suits jackets m.m.f. not knit mens boys-
841719 Slacks shorts m.m.f. not knit mens boys
841722 Outer garments nes m.m.f. not knit wens boys
841733 Coats cloaks m.m.f. not knit womens girls
841739 Blouses m.m.f. not knit-emb womens girls
841764 Dress shirts m.m. f. not knit
841866 Jackets pullovers m.m.f. knit womens girls
841890 Blouses m.m.f. knit womens and girls
842010 Fur Clothing
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Footnotes of Chapter 3
(2) Note that H/S.= 2S.
i.e. the impact of a change in shares of a product
group on H is proportional to its shares, at the
margin. So, the larger the product group is, the large
the impact of its change on H.
(3) For details, please refer to "Trade Industry and






In the last chapter, 1 have aiscussea the product
diversificalion in the garment industry at a disaggregate
level. We learnt that the distribution of the product
shares in exports of the garment industry was not stable.
Also, quota restrictions do have effects on product
diversification. In this chapter, I will discuss these
problems at a more aggregate level. I will also study the
direction of the evolution of the industry.
Did exports of female garments,, which we have
comparative advantage presumably, grow faster than that of
male garments? Or did their relative shares remain stable
over time? In order to study this problem, I will classify
the products by sex and then consolidate the data
accordingly. This will be discussed in section 4.1. From
Table 4.1, we can see that the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index
showed a concentration trend, from which one may suspect
that the exports of female garments may grow faster than
that of male garments.
The exports of cotton garments grew very fast in the
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1970s and 1980s and their quota utilization rates have been
very high in general. How would the quota restrictions
affect the growth of cotton garments? On the other hand,
the quota utilization rates of woollen garments have been
lower in general. Would the producers shift to produce more
woollen garments? These problems as well as the movements
of the products made of other materials will be discussed in
section 4.2. I have also found that the Herfindahl-
Hirschman Index showed a concentration trend before 1976 and
the industry then became more and more diversified, by
grouping the products by types of material.
In setion 4.3, I will use the classification in the
Survey of industrial Production, Hong Kong to consolidate
the data. In this section, some more issues about the
effect of quota restrictions on the direction of growth of
the garment industry as well as the performance of some
major product groups in the industry will be discussed.
From Table 4.1, we can see that there was a diversification
trend in preducts in 1970s. However, the industry got more
and more concentration in 1980S.
Table 4.1
Herfindahl-Hirschman Index
using the three grouping methods





























































(4.1) Grouped by Sex
(4.2) Grouped by types of Material
(4.3) Grouped by the classification in the
Survey of Industrial Production, Hong Kong
4.1 Grouped by Sex
Classifying the products in the garment industry by







After doing this, I find that the female garments,
which has been the largest group during the years under
review, grew faster than other groups. Its exports grew
from 1,789 million dollars in 1970 to 25,575 million dollars
in 1984, with an average annual growth rate of 20.9%. Over
the same poriod, the exports of male and infant garments
grew from 1,315 million dollars and 153 million dollars to
9,652 million dollars and 962 million dollars respectively,
while their average annual growth rate were 15.3% and 14.0%
respectively. In other words, the share of female garments
in the industry grew larger in these years.
The shares of the first three groups in the industry
from 1970 to 1984 are presented in Table 4.3. We can see
that the share of the female garments in the industry was
indeed increasing significantly. In addition, we can
observe that the share seems to grow faster in the 1980s
than before.
On the other hand, we can see that there were
significant decreasing trends in the.shares of male garments
and infant garments in the industry during the period under
review. However, these do not indicate the decline in male
and infant garments. They still grew at average annual
rates of 15.3% and 14.0% respectively. The decrease in
their shares is only due to the faster growth of female
garments.
These results are consistent with my expectations.
Female garments usually require higher technologies, higher
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skilled labor and also better designs. More importantly,
many of these products are fashions with small production
run, which requires flexible production lines and higher
skilled labor. In fact, the production lines of Hong Kong
are very flexible. We also process a number of high skilled
labor and ood designers. We actually have comparative
advantage in this field, particularly in the high quality
female garmcats, relative to other suppliers in this region.
So, it is not surprising that Hong Kong's garment industry
increasingly concentrate in producing female garments.
Table 4.2
value of Exports
of Male, Female and Infant Garments
Male Female Infant
Year. Garment: Garments Garments
1970 1315 1789 153
16151971 2256 230
197. 1917 2544 235
197:3 2186 3223 278
1974 2462 3717 285
1975 2823 4625 294
1976 4235 6365 466
1977 3788 6396 413
1978 4100 7292 401
1979 5426 9030 460
1980 6224 10766 564
1981 6927 14322 630
1982 7234 14411 599
1983 7698 18399 698
1984 9652 96225575
Table 4.3
Shares in Value of Exports
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4.3 Grouped by type of Materials of Garments
In this section, I will classify the products in the
garment indiistry by their materials used. They are:
M cot U,on garments
(2) woollen garments





The share of cotton garments, wnicn nas been the
largest: group since 1975, shows a significant increasing
trend beforF 1976. On the other hand, the share of woollen
arments, which is the third largest group, has a
sigificant decreasing trend in the same period. From 1970
to 1976, the share of cotton garments increased from 29.59%
to 48.75%, with an average annual growth rate of 32.57% in
its alue of exports, while the share of woollen garments
decreased from 22.82% to 6.77%, with an average annual
growth rate of -0.37% in its value of exports. Although
1977 and 1.978 are recession years (2) where the value of
exports of cotton garments only grew at an average annual
growth rate of 2.03%, the woollen garments grew at an
average annual growth rateof 20.86% over these two years.
Since then, the shares of both groups became rather stable.
In 1984 the share of cotton garments was 45.73% while the
share of woolen garments was 8.96%. From 1978 to 1984, the
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average annual growth rates in the value of exports of
cotton and woolen garments are 19.73% and 19.83%
respectively.
Man-made fibre garments was the largest group before
1974. Although its position has been replaced by cotton
garments sauce 1975, it is still the second largest group
now. The share of man-made fibre garments increased
continuously from 36.38% in 1970 to 42.66% in 1973.
However, afH r then it decreases continuously. In 1984 it
was only 22.10%.
Although cotton garment experienced a high growth rate
in its value of exports in the early 1970s, its growth was
estricted by export quotas in recent years. The quota
utilization rates of cotton garments are very high in
genere 1, particularly after 1976. Most of the quota of
cotton garments are fully utilized. Undoubtably, the quota
system is a binding constrainnt on the growth of cotton
garments.
however, the growth rate of value of exports can be
decomposed into two parts, namely the growth rate of export
volume and the growth rate of export price. (3) Since the
growth in export volume has been restricted, the producers
have to move upmarket, that is to up-grade the quality of
their products, to expand their profits. This is
accompanied by price increase and hence the increase in the
value of exports. Quality up-grading will be discussed in
more detail in later chapters.
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Unlike cotton garments, the quota utilization rates of
woollen garments are very low in general, except woollen
sweaters. With less quantity constraint, the performance of
woollen garments were better, on the average, than that of
cotton garments after 1976. However, the fluctuation in the
growth rate of exports of wool garments was larger. Over
the eight ears from 1977 to 1984, the standard deviation of
the growth rate in the exports of woollen garments is 19.5
while the standard deviation of the growth rate in the
exports of cotton garments is only12.7.
Aithouih a smaller number of categories of man-made
fibre garments are under quantity restraints, the quota
utilization rates of man-made fibre garments have also beem
quite high. Besides the quota constraints, the demand side
has been another factor that cause the continuous decrease
in its share.
After reaching its peak in 1974, the share of plastic
garments in t:he industry dropped continuously. The share of
plastic garments in the industry was 4.27% in 1974. But it
dropped to 0.22% in 1984. The average annual growth rate of
the value of exports of plastic garments was -2.4% over the
fourteen years from 1970 to 1984 and it was -12.10% over the
ten years from 1974 to 1984. Plastic garments have grown
more and more unimportant in the garments industry not only
in terms of its continuous decrease in its share in the
industry, but also its decrease in exports. In 1970, the
exports of 1.1astic garments was 152 million dollars. It was
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400 million dollars in 1976. However, it decreased to 103
million dollars in 1984.- This means that the group died
down not only in a relative sense, but also in a absolute
sense.
The share of leather garments in total exports of the
garment industry was only 0.63% in 1970. However, it grew
very fast in the early 1970s. The average annual growth
rate was 86.98% over the four years from 1970 to 1974. In
1974 the share of leather garments in total exports of the
garment industry increased to 3.77%. After then, though
with some Iiuctuations, leather garments continued to grow
at an average annual rate of 18.22% over the five years from
1974 to 1979. The share was 3.79% in 1979. However,
leather gar -nents seem to slow down in the 1980s with a
negative annual growth rate of -1.71% over the five years
from 1979 to 1984. The share decreased continuously over
these five years to 1.50% in 1984.
In 1970, only 0.07% of clothing exports were fur
garments. !(owever, it increased to 4.83% in 1984. Over
these four-t-en years, the share of fur garments in total
exports of t.iie garment industry increased significantly. The
average annual growth rate of fur garment exports wa 60.5%
over these fourteen years.
Almost all the fur garments are fashions which need
many good designers and skilled labor. The quantities of
each designs will be very, small. So, flexible labor and
production lines are needed. Our main competitors, such as
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Taiwan, Mainland China, Singapore and South Korea, have
comparative disadvantage here.
The share of man-made fibre garments, which was the
largest product group before 1975, has decreased
significantly since 1973. However, the share of cotton
garments, which has been the largest product group since
1975, increased significantly before 1976. Nevertheless,
its growth was then restrictred by the quotas restraints.
Therefore, the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index showed a




of Garments grouped by type of Materials
Year Cottoi' Wool M.M.F. Plastic Leather Fur Others
9901970 1283 1578 152 30327 3
9061971 1724 2193 182 38 1 420
1997 9151972 2516 196 120 4 362
1973 2431 856 3179 312 278 29 368
1974 3352 729 3544 374 330 74 349
1975 4605 773 3587 338 310 124 465
69651976 968 4757 400 387 174 638
1977 6490 1352 4419 305 415 230 698
1978 7251 49351414 505132 1059414
1979 9341 1520 6212 121 1450762 725
1980 10779 2179 6920 133 667 805 1770
1981 ,2847 81012874 109 673 1097 2567
1982 13618 2519 8213 101 584 1085 2697
1983 15969 3263 8618 100 575 1354 4487
1984 21360 4186 10325 103 699 2258 7783
Table 4.6
Shares in Value of Exports
of Garments grouped by type of Materials
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of Garments grouped by Materials



















































































































































4.4 Grouped by Classification in the
Survey f Industrial Production
In this section, the products in the garment industry-
will be classified according to the classification in the
Survey of Industrial Production, Hong Kong. They are:
(1) Jackets, coats suits for men
(2) Jackets, coats suits for women
(3) Tiousers shorts for men
(4) Trousers shorts for women
(5) Shirts and dress shirts
(6) Blouses
(7) Dresses skirts for women
(8) Raincoats
(9) Underwear, pyjamas and nightwear for men
(10) Underwear, pyjamas and nightwear for women
(11) Clothing of leather and leather substitutes
(12) Clothing and articles of genuine furskin
(13) Infants' wear
(14) Gloves of leather and leather substitutes
(15) Gloves of textile materials
(16) Others
Unlike grouping by materials, the Herfindahl-Hirschman
Index showed a diversification trend in the 1970s and then
a concentration trend in the 1980s. The decreasing trend in
the 1970s is due to the shrinkage of several larger groups,
particularly Jackets, coats and suits for men and women, and
the expansion of several smaller ones, such as Trousers
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shorts for wome and Blouses. There was thus a movement
toward more sophisticated products. In fact, the total
share of the first six groups, which are presumably more
advanced products, in the garment industry was increasing
uring these years. In 1970, the total share of the first
six groups was 72.83%. It was 74.99% in 1976 and was 76.06%
in 1984. If we add fur clothing into these six groups, we
can find a more noticeably increasing trend. In 1970, the
total share of these seven groups was 72.90%. It was 76.21%
in 1976 and was 80.89% in 1984. Exports of Hong ong
garments are actually dominated by these advanced products
and this phenomenon has become increasingly noticeable.
In 1970, the share of Jackets, coats suits of men
in the garment industry was 15.09%. It dropped to 9.59% in
1984. It dropped fast from 14.02% in 1973 to 10.14% in 1978
and continued to decrease gradually, but at a slower rate,
after 1978. From Table 5.4, we can see that the price
increased by 27.84% in 1979. Also, over the six years.. form
1978 to 1984, the price of this group increased by 15.77%
annually, on the average. However,- the inflation rate o'f
Hong Kong in 1979 was only about 18% and the average
nflation rate from 1979 to 1984 was only about 11%. We can
see that th- percentage increase in the price of this group
is substanti.ally higher than inflation rate in these years.
Like Jacket, coats suits of men, the share of
Jackets, coats suits of women in the garment industry
also has a sudden change in its trend. Before 1979, there
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was a decreasing trend in its share. However, the share
increased significantly in the 1980s. In 1970, its share in
the garment industry was 20.91%. It dropped to 14.25% in
1979. However, it then began to increase. It rose to
22.04% in 1984. From 1970 to 1976, exports of this groups
grew at an average annual rate of 17.92%. From 1978.. to
1984, it grew much faster. Its average annual growth rates
over these six years was 28.17%, which is substantially
higher than that of the earlier period.
Like "Jacket, coats & suits of men", the price of
Jackets, eoats suits of women also increased
substantially in this period. As shown in Table 5.4, the
prices increased by 19.59%, 17.57% and 14.71% in 1979, 1980
nd 1981 and from 1978 to 1984, the price of this group
increased by 16.81% annually, on the average, which is also
substantially higher than average inflation rate of these
years.
For these two product groups, there was a discrete jump
in the rate3 of increase of prices in 1979. The increases
in the valve shares of thse two groups since 1979 are thus
driven by Price increases. However, what account for the
sudden increases in prices? It may due to the shift in
demands. But it may also due to quality up-grading in the
products. These issues will be discussed in detail in later
chapter.
In 1970, the share'of Trousers & Shorts for men in
exports of the garment industry was 10.85%. With some
fluctuations, the share rose to its peak of 14.32% in 1976.
It dropped with some fluctuations in late 1970s to 9.25% in
1984.
In 1970, the share of Trousers Shorts for women in
exports of the garment industry was only 3.78%. However,
there was a significant increasing trend in its share over
the fourteen years from 1970 to 1984. It increased to
10.09%, wli i.ch is slightly greater than the share of
Trousers Shorts for men, in 1984.
In both groups, almost all the products are cotton
Trousers Shorts, which are under quota restrictions.
Also, the quota utilization rates have been very high,
particularly after 1976. In 1976, nearly 90% of the
products in both groups were cotton Trousers Shorts.
Although the performance of Trousers Shorts for men
was good before 1976, its growth was restricted by export
quotas. and the share declined after 1976. Particularly,
it declined significantly in the 1980s. More importantly,
both Trousers Shorts for men and women are classified
under the same quota categories in some countries, such as
the United States. So, the fast growth in export volume of
Trousers Shorts for women means the decline in that of.
Trousers Shorts for men. In fact, export volume of
Trousers Shorts for men experienced a decline over the
three consecutive years from 1982 to 1984, as shown in Table
5.5.
The share of Shirts Dress Shirts showed a
significant decreasing trend over the fourteen years from
1970 to 1984 while the share of Blouses showed a
significant increasing trend over the same period. The
share of Shirts Dress Shirts in exports of the garment
industry wrs 16.97% in 1970. In 1984, it decreased to
12.50%. The share of Blouses in total clothing exports
was only 5.23% in 1970. In 1984, it increased to 12.59%,
which was slightly greater than the share of Shirts Dress
Shirts. From Table 4.10, we can see that exports of
Blouses grew at an average annual growth rate of 26.17%
from 1970 to 1984 while exports of Shirts Dresses Shirts
grew only at average annual growth rate of 15.95%, which is
lower than 18.50%, the average annual growth rate of exports
of the garment industry.
One of the reasons of the decline in the share of
Shirts Dress Shirts is the quota restrictions on the
group as well as its high quota utilization rates. Also,
both Shirts Dress Shirts and Blouses are put under the
same quota category in many countries. Therefore, their
growth, at least the growth of export volume, are
complementary. So, it is natural for the producers to shift
to high value-added products. Blouses are presumably to be
fashion in nature, where we have comparative advantage
relative to l.he suppliers in this region, and hence would be
more profitable to the producers. Therefore,the fast growth
of Blouses means the decline, at least slower growth in
Shirts Dress Shirts.
Both the shares of Underwear, Pyjamas and Nightwear
for men and Underwear, Pyjamas and Nightwear for women
had decreasing trends over the fourteen years from 1970 to
1984, though Underwear, Pyjamas and Nightwear for women
had experienced an increase in share in the period from 1975
to 1977. Also, the shares of Gloves of textile materials
declined over the same period. Hong Kong has comparative
disadvantagein cost competition and hence the production
of standard and simple products such as these three kinds of
garments.
Hong Kong's; clothing industry has been developed much
earlier than its major competitors in the region and hence
has earned much more quotas. The protectionism has
restricted 'ohe market shares, particularly those of basic
items, of these lower cost competitors. Without these quota
restraints, hhe share of basic items in Hong Kong's clothing
exports would have been even smaller and Hong Kong's
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Quota restrictions not only affect the growth of
exports of the garment industry, but also affect its
direction ot' growth. Without quota restrictions, cotton
garments would have grown much faster than it had been while
the woollen garments may perform not that well.
The growth in exports of female garments has been much
faster than that of male garments. Hong Kong is shifting to
produce upmarket products, particularly fashion.. We can see
that exports of products like underwear, nightwear and
gloves grew much slower than average with their shares in
exports of the garment industry decreased significantly. In
the product; that have quota restrictions, particularly
those with high quota utilization rates, producers have
shifted to m ire expensive products. For examples, jackets,
coats and suits for women grew faster than that for men.
Also, the producers shift to produce higher quality coats
and hence the prices increased substantially in late 1970s
and early 1930s. Classifying under the same quota category
by many countries, exports of Trousers fit, Shorts for women
grew much faster than that of Trousers Shorts for men.
Export volume of Trousers Shorts for men decreased over
the three consecutive years from 1982 to 1984. The
producers used the quotas to export Trousers and Shorts for
women, which are presumably more profitable. Shirts fit-
Dress Shirts and Blouses are also put under the same
quota categories by many countries. We can also see that
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the "Blouses", which is presumably fashions in nature, grew
faster than "Shirts & Dress Shirts". We can see that within
the same quota category, the high value-added products will
crowd out the low value-added ones. Therefore, quota
restraints indeed affect the growth direction of the garment
industry significantly. It not only restricted the growth
of restrained products, it also affected the compositions
and relative growth of products under the same quota
grouping.
Ctassiiving the products by material, I have found that
the industiy at this level got more and more concentrated
before 1976, and then more and more diverisified. Actually,
the product diversification after 1976 was due to the
increasing quota restrictions on cotton garments. This is
consistent with the hypothesis that product diversification
is a response to the export quota restraints. And this is
not inconsistent with the hypothesis that products are
getting mop concentrated in sophisticated categories as a
response to the ermergence of low cost competitors.
Classifying the products by the-classification in the
"Survey of Industrial Production, Hong Kong", I have found
that the HerIindahl-Hirschman Index showed a diversification
trend in the 1970s and a concentration trend in the 1980s.
But the decrease in Herfinahl-Hirschman Index in the 1970s
is only. due to the shift to sophisticated products. The
total share of the first six product groups, which are the
advanced products, in the industry was increasing during the
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period under review. It increased from 72.83% in 1970 to
76.06% in 1984. We can see that the industry is getting
more and more concentrated at producing advanced products,
leaving the lower end to foreign low cost competitors.
Therefore, both hypotheses are consistent with
empirical facts. The industry is getting more concentrated
in producing advanced products but diversify in using
materials that are under less restraints.
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Footnotes of Chapter 4
(1) Many products cannot be identified by sex. They are
also put into this group. e.g. Shirts can either be
male or, female. So it is un-identified.
(2) In fact, these two years are not a great world
recession period. They are only the recession years of
the geement industry of Hong Kong and cannot be
explaii d by the changes in national income of the
importing countries. In 1977, Hong Kong's clothing
export: decreased by 2.66%. In 1978, it began to
recover with a growth rate of 12.94%. However the
inflation rate in this year was 7.6%. Hence, the real
growth was only about 5%. Cutting off these two years
and dividing the rest into two periods, we can observe
the direction of changes more easily. In addition,
there were two more recession periods, 1973 to 1974
cause by the oil shock and 1982 cause by the world
recession as well as the political uncertainties over
the 1997 issue. I will not pick out these two
recession periods partly due to the explanatory power
of the foreign national incomes on our exports. Also,
we have not enough observations to do so.
(3)
the growth rate of value of exports
the growth rate of price+




Over the fourteen years from 1970 to 1984, the price
index of clothing exports increased by 11.11% per annum, on
average, and increased by 14.18% per annum during the
period 1978 to 1984. However, the average inflation rate(l)
of Hong Kong was only 9.51% over the fourteen years from
1970 to 1984 and was 11.36% during the period 1978 to 1984.
Export price of all manufacturing industry in Hong Kong only
increased by 9.24% per annum over the fourteen years from
1970 to 1984 and by 10.83% during the period 1978 to 1984.
We can see that the increase in clothing export price was
1.6% more than the average inflation rate over the fourteen
years from 1970 to 1984 and 2.82% more than the average
inflation rate during the period 1978 to 1984. Unit value
of clothing exports was also nearly 2% and 3.35% per. annum
higher than that of total domestic exports during the
periods 1970 to 1984 and 1978 to 1984 respectively.
If inflation rate can more or less reflect the cost of
production of garments, with the assumption of mark-up
pricing, the cost effect cannot drive up export price of the
garment industry by that much. In the past two decades, the
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share of the garment industry in total domestic exports
remains redatively stable. In 1970, the share of the
garment industry in total domestic exports was 0.35 and it
was 0.39 and 0.34 in 1978 and 1984 respectively. In fact,
the share lecreased by 2.26% per annum during the period
1978 to 1984. There is no indication of higher demand for
Hong Kong's garments than other manufacturing products. At
least the demand factor might not be important enough to
drive garment export price up by that substantial amount
higher than that of other manufacturing products. Then,
what makes the difference between the garments industry and
other manufacturing industries? Does it indicates that the
garment industry is moving upmarket during these years?
Producing higher quality products, it is natural that
manufacturers would charge higher prices. On the other
hand, there were export quotas restrictions on most of the
products in the garment industry of Hong Kong. Since
clothing export volume were restricted by quotas, prices can
be driven up even if there is no quality up-grading in
products. However, export prices of woollen garments, which
had low quo ta utilization rates, increased by 10.16% over
the fourteens years from 1970 to 1984 and by 16.09% during
the period 1978 to 1984. They were also substantially
higher than average inflation rate, particularly in the
period 1978 to 1984. Here, what can account for the
substantial price increases? Quality up-grading seems to be
a reasonable exulanation.
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Since export volume of many products in the garment
industry are restrained by quotas system, producers have to
move upmarket to increase their exports, which is so-called
the quantity and quality substitution. In addition, the
quota premium lowers the relative price between a high
quality garment and an average one, and will hence raise..the
demand for high quality garment. As the "Report of the
Advisory Committee on Diversification 1979" said,
"The e istence of restraints and the higher costs of
production in relation to other competing suppliers in
the region have, in recent years, encouraged the
clothing industry to move upmarket."
In fact, export volume of many products in the garment
industry are restrained by quotas, quality up-grading is the
only way that we can expand our exports in these products.
In addition, wages and land cost of many suppliers in this
region, such as Taiwan, South Korea, Singapore and Mainland
China, are lower than Hong Kong. We in fact have
comparative disadvantage in price competition. Luckily, we
have comparative advantage in quality competition. We have
more skilled labor and better designers, more flexible
production line and more importantly, better reputation and
better services. So, we can compete with them by means of
higher quality products, which includes not only the quality
of the products themselves, but also good services we
provide. In addition, economic growth of the importing
countries will increase the demand for high-quality and
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fashion goods. Quality up-grading in the garment industry
is indeed a response to increasing demand for high-quality
and fashion goods.
In this chapter, I will look into the quality up-
grading problem from the data. In section 5.1, I will
discuss the decomposition of growth rate of value of exports
into price growth rate and quantity growth rate. I will
also di.scuss the technical problems faced here. In section
5.2, 1 will investigate quality up-grading problem using
intertemporsl comparison of the growth rates of prices and
quantities. Here, we can see that the speed of movement
upmarket is indeed accelerating after 1979. In section 5.3,
I will use the data which is consolidated by type of
materials to discuss the effect of quota restrictions on
quality up-grading problem. The upmarket phenomenon is not
confined wishin product groups only, but can also exist
between product groups. In section 5.4, I will use the data
which is consolidated by the classification in Survey of
Industrial Production, Hong Kong to elaborate this
phenomenon. We can see that exports. of advanced products
grew much faster than that of standard or simple products in
the industry. Also, prices of advanced products increased
more than that of standard products. Indeed, prices of some
standard products, such as underwear, nightwear and gloves,
increased slower than inflation rate. This indicates that
there are no noticeable quality up-grading in these
products. Finally, some concluding remarks will be made in
section 5.5.
5.1 Decomposition of the Value of Exports
In th:is section, I will decompose the growth rate of
value of exports into two parts, namely the growth rate of
export price and the growth rate of export volume. For
convenience, I introduce the following notation:
V..: value of exports of product ij
P..: export price of product ij
: export volume of product ij
V.: value of exports of product group i
P: export price of product group i
Q.: export volume of product group i
V: value of exports of the garment industry
P: export price of the garment industry
Q: export volume of the garment industry
: share of the value of exports of product ij in
exports of the garment industry
S,: share of value of exports of product group i
in exports of the garment industry
S.,.: share of value of exports of product ij in
exports of product group i
X: time derivative of X, where X= V, P, Q
: growth rate of value of exports of the whole
industry
Rv. growth rate of value of exports of product group i
Rv: growth rate of value of exports of product ij
Rp growth rate of export price of the whole industry
Rp: growth rate of export price of product group i
R: growth rate of export volume of the whole industry
R: growth rate of export volume of product group i
Firstly, we have
(5.1)
To prove that the rate of growth of total exports of garment
industry is equal to the share weighted average of the rate
of growth of each product group, I differentiate (5.1)
totally w i th respect to time and then divide both side by








Exports is by definition equal to the product of export
price and export volume. i.e.
(5.4)
To decompose exports of a product group, I first take the
logarithmic transformation on both sides of (5.4) and then
differentiate it totally with respect to time. The result
is an identity between the rate of growth of exports of the
product group and the sum of the rate of growth of price and
quantity. i.e.:
(5.5)
So, substituting (5.5) into (5.2) and (5.3), we have
identity between the rate of growth of total exports of
garments and its rates of growth of price and quantity,
where the rates of growth of price and quantity are defined
as the share weighted average of the rates of growth of




Similarly, ;e can obtain the identities between the rates of
growth of exports of product groups and their rates of
growth of p ices and quantities. i.e.
where
i. e
Since the growth rate of exports is identically equal
to the sum of growth rate of export price and growth rate of
export volume, as I have proved above, knowing any two
growth rates means that we know the third one.
Theoretically, the growth rates here are time derivatives of
continuous functions of time. However, in practice, we can
use discrete approximations only. In this thesis, I will
use (V-V aPProxmae growth rate of V at
year t. It must be added that all true growth rates will be
denoted by upper case, such as R, while the discrete
approximated ones will be denoted by lower case, such as
The proportion of exports of product ij in exports of
garment industry and in exports of product group i at year
t-1 will be used as the share of product ij in the garment
industry and product group i at year t respectively. i.e.:
where V 1 denotes exports of garment industry and V.. 1
denotes exports of product group i. Although discrete
approximations are used here, the identities (5.2) and (5.3)
still hold. Similarly, the growth rate of export price
of product i. j will be approximated by (P-P_i) P
Since discrete approximations are used, the identity
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(5.5) does not hold any more. Although the growth rate of
exports of product ij is not exactly equal to the sum of
the growth rates of export price and export volume of. the
product, it is quite close, provided that the product of the
two growth rates, export price and export volume, is
small. (3) Indeed, this requirement is fulfilled,
particularly in the popular products. So, in this thesis,
the growth rates of exports and export prices will be
computed cording to the above methods while the growth
rates of export volume will be approximated by the
difference between the growth rates of exports and the
growth rates of export price respectively.
5.2 Evidence of Quality Up-grading
from Intertemporal Comparison
From Table 5.1, we can see that the average annual
growth rate of export price of the garment industry over the
fourteen years form 1970 to 1984 was 11.11% which is 1.6%
higher than average inflation rate over these years, as
mentioned in the beginning of this chapter. Since it is
suspected that the speed of moving upmarket of the garment
industry of Hong Kong is faster in recent years, I will
divided the fourteen years into three periods, namely 70-76,
76-78, and 78-84.
From Table 5.1, we can see that the average annual
growth rate of clothing export price over the six years from
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1970 to 1976 was 10.31%. It is only about 1.2% higher than
average inflation rate over the same period. On the other
hand, the average annual growth rate of clothing export
price over the six years from 1978 to 1984 was 14.18%. It
is about 2.8% higher than average inflation rate and 3.35%
higher than the growth rate of export price of the whole
manufacturig sector over the same period. The pace of
moving upmarket seems to have accelerated in the later
period.
Also we should note that the export volume of the
garment industry grew, on the average, by 11.26% per annum
over the six years from 1970 to 1976 but only grew at an
average annual rate of 5.87% over the six years from 1978 to
1984. However, from Table 4.1 in last chapter, we can see
that exporls of the garment industry grew by about 22% per
annum over the six years form 1970 to 1976. Here, over 50%
of the growth of exports is due to the quantity growth.
During the period 1978 to 1984, export volume of the garment
industry grew much slower as we have seen above. Obviously,
quotas restriction is one of the major reasons that cause
the slower growth of export volume in recent years. Another
important factor is the increasing competitiveness from
other suppliers, such as Taiwan, South Korea and Mainland
China. They have lower labor cost and land cost than we
have. However, we have better technology, more skilled
labor and more flexible production lines. More importantly,
we have better reputation in producing high quality
products. With these assets, we may have a comparative
advantage in quality competion. As a result, the producers
move upmarket; and increase their profit margins. The
process can also be characterized as quantity and quality
substitution. Although export volume of the industry grew
much slower during the period 1978 to 1984, the growth rate
of exports, which still grew at an average annual rate of
20%, does not drop substantially. Here, only less than 30%
of export growth is due to quantity growth. On the other
side of the coin, over 70% of the growth in exports of the
industry is driven by price increase in this period.
Although some of the price increase is due to inflation,
there is still about 3% real growth in price per annum in
this period, which can partly be attributed to the quality
up-gruding f Hong Kong garments, though the rocketing quota
prices were another mojor reason.
5.3 Evidence of Quality Up-grading from the
Classification by Types of Material
In this chapter, I have shown that clothing export
price increases much faster than the general price level.
Also, quote, restrictions get tighter and tighter during
these years. Inthis section, I will discuss the effects of
quota restrictions on export prices of major product groups.
From 1970 to 1976, exports of cotton garments grew very
fast. Quota restrictions became tighter and tighter, which
put much pressure on the producers to move upmarket. From
Table 5.2, we can see that export price of cotton garments
grew at an average annual rate of 16.57% during the period
1970 to 1976, while the average inflation rate during the
same period was only 9.07%. Having 7.5% real growth per
annum, export price of cotton garment increased by more than
50% in these six years. Without quality up-grading, it is
unbelievable that export volume can still grew at an average
annual rate of 15.54% during this period in an industry with
kin competition among suppliers. Compare with garments made
of other materials, we can find that export prices of cotton
garments grew much faster than others. Indeed, export
prices of all other groups grew slower than average
inflation r te. This indicates that the cost, at least the
labor cost and land cost should not grew high enough to
drive up export prices of cotton garments by that much. So,
the cotton garments during this period was actually moving
upmarket.
In the period 1978 to 1984, export prices of all the
three groups that are under quota restraints, cotton
garments, woolen garments and man-made fibre garments,
increased Taster than average inflation rate of 11.36% in
this period. They grew at average annual rates of 16.15%,
16.09% and 13.73% respectively, while all other groups grew
slower than average inflation rate. Among the three groups
with quotas restraints, cotton garments have the highest
quotas utilization rates. Almost all quota categories of
cotton garments are fully, or even over utilized, and their
export prices grew fastest. Although quota restraints were
tighter th-vn before, with higher quotas utilization rates,
export price indeed grew slower than that in the period 1970
to 1976. It grew less than 4% in real term per annum in
this ]3eriocI, compare with 7.5% real growth per annum in the
period 1970 to 1976. With a fast quality up-grading process
in early 1970s, the quality of cotton garments should
already be quite high. We actually cannot up-grade our
products without limits. Among the three groups, the
woollen garments have the lowest quotas utilization rates in
general. 'iowever their export price grew nearly as fast as
cotton garments in this period.
From Table 5.3, we can see that export volume of all
product groups grew much slower in the period 1978 to 1984
than in the period 1970 to 1976, except woollen garments and
other garments. Hitting the quota constraints for cotton
garments, producers have to shift to other substitutes, like
wool, with low quotas utilization rates. Also garments that
are made of unrestricted materials in the other garments
(Group 7) '!rew faster, particularly in the booming years.
Despite the low growth rates of export volume, export growth
rates was still quite high in this period, which is driven
by the increase in price.
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5.4 Evidence of Quality Up-grading from the
rlassitication in the Survey of Industrial Production
Although it has been shown that the garment industry is
moving upmarket in recent years, we still know little about
the direction and patterns*of movement. We can distinguish
between two kinds of movement. A within group movememt means
that the industry moves upmarket, or produces higher quality
products, within product groups. A between group movement
means that the industry moves upmarket between product
groups. That is to shift from standard and simple products
to high value-added and sophisticated products. We shall
see that both kinds of movement exist in the industry.
From Table 5.4, we can see that there were indeed
within group movement-in many, but not all, product groups.
This movement was significant in the groups that were
presumably' more advanced, such as jackets, coats and suits,
trousers and shorts, shirts and blouses., Export prices of
group (1) and group (2), the jackets, coats suits for
men and ,tickets, coats suits for women grew at average
annual rates of 7.47% and 5.41% during the period 1970 to
1976 and at, average annual rates of 15.77% and 16.81% during
the period 1978 to 1984 respectively. It should be reminded
that average inflation rates in this period were about 9%
and 11% respectively. We can induce that there were
significant quality up-grading in the two groups during the
period 1978 to 1984.
During the period 1970 to 1976, the booming years of
jeans, export prices of group (3) and group (4), Trousers
shorts for men and Trousers shorts for women, grew very
fast at average annual rates of 17.31% and 20.38%
respectively. Hong Kong shifted very fast to produce jeans,
the popular fashion during this period. The movement
upmarket was due to high demand and also the flexibility of
Hong Kong's production lines. During the period 1978 to
1984, the two groups still grew at average annual rates of
13.77'% and 13.87% respectively. They were still about 2.5%
higher than average inflation rate.
During the period 1970 to 1976, export prices of group
(5) and group (6), Shirts and dress shirts and Blouses,
grew at average annual growth ratesof 11.81% and 13.37%,
which were about 2.7% and 4.3% higher than average inflation
rate respectively. During the period 1978 to 1984, export
prices of these two groups grew even faster than before.
They grew at average annual rates of 16.37% and 15.34%
respectively. The real growth were about 5% and 4%
respectively. The pace of movement upmarket of group (5)
seems to be accelerating.
On the other hand, we can see that there are no
noticeable quality up-grading in the groups that composed of
standard or simple products. Over the fourteen years from
1970 to 1984, the average annual growth rates of export
prices of group (9) and group (10), Underwear, pyjamas and
nightwear for men andUnderwear, pyjamas and nightwear for
women, were only 8.16% and 8.90% respectively. They were
lower than average inflation rate 9.51% in this period.
Even in the period 1978 to 1984, there were still no
significant within group movement in these two groups.
Export prices of group (9) and group (10) only grew at
average annual rates of 9.76% and 12.25% respectively. The
growth rate of export price of group (10) in this period was
only a lit lie bit higher than average iflation rate while
the growth rate of eport price of group (9) was still lower
than average inflation rate.
The increase in export prices of gloves were even less.
Over the fourteen years from 1970 to 1984, the average
annual growth rates of export prices of group (14) and group
(15), Gloves of leather and leather substitutes and
Gloves of textile materials, were only -1.72% and 1.61%
respectively. They were much lower than average inflation
rate over the same years. In recent years, their export
prices grow faster, but still cannot catch up the inflation.
During the period 1978 to 1984, their export prices grew at
average annual rates 10.83% and 8.50% respectively. Her.e,
we can see that there are no noticeable within group
movement up-market in the standard and simple products
though it is significant in more advance products.
From Table 4.9 and discussion in chapter 4, we learn
that the shares of standard and imple products in exports
of garment industry have decreased over time. This is a
between groip movement. The industry is shifting to produce
more advanced products. Also from Table 5.5, we can see
that export volume of underwear, nightwear and gloves
increased very slowly during the period 1978 to 1984.
Also, we can see that the industry is shifting to
produce higher valued-added products within the products
that are under the same quota categories, as it has been
discussed in chapter 4. For example, trousers and shorts of
men and women are classified under the same quota category
by many countris, such as the United States. During the
period 1978 to 1984, export volume of Trousers and shorts
for men decreased at an average annual rate of 0.32% while
that of Tousers and shorts for women increased at an
average annual rate of 9.54%. We can see that the industry
is shifting to produce more trousers and shorts for women.
This phenomenon is driven by profit motive. Since quotas
can be sold or bought in a free market, quota prices can
hence reflect their opportunity costs. The optimization
behavior will drive the industry to produce products with
higher pro! its. Similarly, the industry is shifting to
produce more blouses instead of Shirts. During the period
1978 to 1984, export volume of Shirts and dress shirts
decreased by 0.30% per annum while that of Blouses
increased by 3.52% per annum, on the average. From Table
5.5, we can also see that export volume of Jackets, coats
suits for men grew much faster tharu-that of Jackets, coats
suits for women during the period 1970 to 1976. However,
in the period 1978 to 1984, export volume of Jackets, coats
suits for men grew much faster than that of Jackets,
coats and suits for men. The industry is indeed shifting
to produce more overcoats for women. These were examples of
between group movement, which were partly driven by
comparative advantage and partly driven by quota
restrictions.
5.5 Concluding Remarks
From the fact that the growth rate of export price of
the garment industry was substantially higher than
inflation, particularly during the period 1978 to 1984, as
well as the kin competition between suppliers in the region,
we can expect that there were indeed quality up-grading in
the industry in the past decade. The pace of quality up¬
grading seems to accelerate in recent years. Also, the
growth of exports of the garment industry shifted from
quantity driven growth in the period 1970 to 1976 to quality
driven growth in the period 1978 to 1984. During the period
1970 to 1976, over 50% of the growth in exports of the
industry was due to quantity growth. Restricted by quotas,
the growth of export volume slowed down. During the period
1978 to 1984, less than 30% of the growth in exports of the
industry was due to quantity growth.
Quota restrictions do affect the process of quality up¬
grading significantly. We have seen that export prices of
the res tr icted groups indeed grew much faster than that of
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unrestricted groups. The quota restrictions have encouraged
the movement upmarket. Quota utilization rates of cotton
garments were quite high in the period of 1970 to 1976
already. having about 7.5% real growth per annum, export
prices of cotton garments increased by more than 50%, in
real term, during the six years from 1970 to 1976, although
export prices of all other groups in this period grew slower
than inflation. During the period 1978 to 1984, export
prices of all the three restricted groups, cotton garments,
woollen garments and man-made fabric garments, grew much
faster than inflation rate while export prices of all other
unrestricterl groups grew slower. As export volume were
restricted by quotas, producers have to move upmarket to
maximize the unit profit and hence the total profits.
Although there were quality up-grading in many advanced
products, there were no noticeable quality up-grading in
standard and simple products like underwear, nightwear and
gloves. Besides within group movement upmarket, there were
also between group movement in the garment industry. The
industry is shifting to produce advanced products instead of
standard and simple products. In addition, btween the
products that were under the same quota category, the
industry also shifted to produce higher value-added ones.
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The growth rates of deflators are computed directly from the
deflators taken from Estimates of Gross Domestic Product
Tfthl p R.
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Footnotes o' Chanter 5
(1) The GDP deflator is used to compute the inflation rates
here.
(2) The growth rate of value of exports of the garment
industry at year t, which is denoted by ry is
i
approximated by
where denotes value of exports of the whole
industry at year t-1. After some algebraic
manipulations, it becomes:
where r.., denotes the growth rate of' value of
v. ij, t
exports of product ij at year t and S.., is equal to
1J 11
Similarly, we can prove that rv can also be written as:J
where S. is equal to the proportion of value of
i, t
exports of product group i in value of exports of the
whole industry at year t-1 while S.,., is equal to
J i1 t
value of exports of product ij in value of exports of
the product group i.
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(3) In order to illustrate conveniently, I introduce the
following notation:
Consider the following identity:
is small, rv is approximately equal to
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Chapter 6
Quality Up-grading-- Econometric Approach
In thcc last chapter, I have found that there were
indeed quality up-grading in the garment industry,
particularly during the period 1978 to 1984. The increase
in export price of the garment industry was noticeably
higher than that of inflation rate. Also, I have -argued
that there is no indication of a sharp increase in demand
that can drive export prices of garments up by a substantial
amount higher than that of other manufacturing industries as
well as inflation rate. If one still doubts that the
substantial increases in export prices were due to the
increase in national incomes of the importing countries, the
econometric model in this chapter will be useful to
investigate this problem. We will see that there are
indeed quality up-grading. In fact, the-model used in this
chapter is to pick out the effect of the changes in national
incomes of the importing countries. Also, I will break the
years under review into three periods as before. The
average prices increases due to quality up-grading and the
income elasticities of export price of the garment industry
in the first and the last periods will then be computed.
The comparison of these parameters between these two periods
will provide some evidence on quality up-grading.
In section 6.1, I will present the model. In section
6.2, the stimation method will be discussed. Then, the
empirical results will be presented in section 6.3. Lastly,
some concluding remarks will be given in section 6.4.
6.1 The Model
My model is a two countries model. Actually, it is only
a simultaneous system of supply and demand with three
equations.
Firstly, the demand for Hong Kong garments are
determined by their prices, the national income of the
importing ountry, the quality of the garments, prices of
other goods in the importing country, and other factors such
as taste and fashion. Therefore, the demand for Hong Kong
garments are assumed to be functions of the their own price,
the national income of the importing country, the quality of
the garments prices of other goods and other factors. i.e.
(6.1)
where D: cjnantity demanded for Hong Kong garments
p: the price of Hong Kong garments
Y: the national income of the importing country
q: the quality of the garments
v: prices of other goods and other factors
g: demand function
On the other hand, the supply price of Hong Kong
garments a-e determined by the quantity supplied, the
quality of he garments and the production cost. i.e.:
(6.2)
where S: mantity supplied
C: production cost of Hong Kong garments
h: inverse supply function
Here, I assume that producers adopt mark-up pricing rule.
Therefore, I,he production cost elasticity of export price of
Hong Kong garments will equal to 1.
Lastly, the market clearing condition is assumed, i.e.:
D= S (6.3)
In this system there are three endogenous variables, D,
S and p, and four exogenous variables, Y, q, C and v.
From equations (6.1), (6.2) and (6.3), we can obtain
the reduced forms of the system, which in fact are the
equilibrium conditions. The equilibrium price of Hong Kong
garment will become a function of the four exogenous
variables, the national income of the importing country, the
quality of Hong Kong garment, its production cost and other
factors. i e.:
(6.4)
Differentiate (6.4) totally with respect to time and then
divide both sides by Hong Kong garment export price, we
obtain the identity between the rate of change of export
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price of I-long Kong garments and the sum of the rates of
change of he four exogenous variables multiplied by their
corre.-mondi i elasticities. i.e.:
(6.5)
where
It should be noted that eC is equal to 1. So, equation (6.5)
is reduced Lo equation (6.6).
(6.6)
Introducing the following notations,
the equation (6.6) can be written as
(6.7)
Here, y is in fact the rate of change of the real income of
the importing country while£ can be viewed as the net rate
of change of export price of Hong Kong garments and$ is
said to be the percentage increase in export price of Hong
Kong garments due to quality up-grading. From equation
(6.7), we can see that the net rate of change of export
price of Hong Kong garments can be decomposed into three
parts, the rate of change of real income of the importing
country mu'tiplied by its elasticity, the percentage
increase in price due to quality up-grading and the effect
of other factors. In this model, the effect of other
factors on '.he rate of change of exports price of Hong Kong
garments is assumed to be white noise. We also assume that
the growth rates of income and quality change are
uncorrelated. i.e.:
E (u)™ 0
What I am interested in the model is the income
elasticity of export price of Hong Kong clothing, and
the average percentage increase in export price due to
qulity up-grading of Hong Kong clothing. So, in the next
section, I will discuss h'ow they can be estimated.
6.2 Estimation Method
Although equation (6.7) looks like a regression
equation, it is actually not a regression problem. In fact,
e is not a constant. It may depend on income and quality.
This means that the elasticity may change over time, but
probably not very sharply in a short period of time. Also,
in order to capture the change in elasticity, I divide the
data into two parts, 1971 to 1976 and 1979 to 1984 after
dropping the two recession years 1977 and 1978 and assume
that the elasticities remain constant within each period.
In fact, this assumption is used to capture the mean
elasticities. We can hence compare the mean elasticities as
well as the mean percentage change in price due to quality
up-grading in the two periods.
After making the above assumptions, the estimation is
now made possible. Since the relationship of equation (6.7)
is assumed to be stable and eY is also assumed to be a
constant in each period, we can treat each period as a
sample. Subtracting both sides of (6.7) by their
corresponding means, we obtain the deviation form. Then
multiply both sides by the deviation of y from its mean and
then taking expectation on both sides, we obtain the
following relationship:
Gov(jp, f)= eYVar(£)+ Cov(£,§.)+ Cov(£, u) (6.8)
Here, it should be reminded that Cov(,§) and Cov(, u) are
equal to zero. So, equation (6.8) is reduced to equation
(6.9):
(6.9)
Obviously, eY can be estimated by Cov
rVar
Subtracting the estimated eY multiply by$ from p, we can
obtain the estimated (q+ u) in each year. Since, the
expected value of u is equal to zero, we can obtain a
consistent estimator of the mean of q by taking arithmetic
mean of the estimated (q+ u).
Obviously the rates of growth of export prices obtained
in last chapter will be used as p in this empirical work.
However, the data of production cost of garments is not
available. So, the rate of change of export price index is
(2)
used as a proxy of the production cost. So, p is
computed by the difference between the rate of change of
export price of Hong Kong garments and the inflation rate
computed by the rate of change of the export price index.
The model used is a two country model. However, there are
many impor ing countries in reality. The United States is
the most important importing country of Hong Kong's
garments. Over 55% of Hong Kong garments were exported to
the United States in 1985. Therefore, the rate of change4
of the national income of the United States in constant
price of 1980 is used as the proxy of$.
Since we have only six years in each period, the
estimates cannot be very precise. Furthermore, measures of
the variables are far from ideal. The results have to be
treated with caution.
6.3 Empirical Results
Applying the model and the estimation method discussed
above on export price of the garment industry of Hong Kong,










We can see that the mean of q increases substantially
between two periods. During the period 1971 to 1976, export
price of the garment industry of Hong Kong increased by
10.31% per annum, of which only 0.34% of the increase was
due to quality up-grading., on the average. However, during
the period 1979 to 1984, export price of the garment
industry increased by 14.18% per annum, of which 1.97% was
due to quality up-grading, on the average. We can see that
the pace of quality up-grading was indeed speeded up. Also,
we can se that the income elasticity of export price of
garment industry also increases from 0.28 in the period 1971
to 1976 to 0.65 in the period 1979 to 1984. In general,
luxuries have higher income elasticities. So, we can also
believe that the income elasticity of the garments will also
increase with quality. The better the quality of a garment,
the higher 'he income elasticity it would have. As we have
seen, the 1ncome elasticity of export price of the garment
industry was higher in the period 1979 to 1984 than that in
the period 1971 to 1976. This is another evidence of
quality up-grading of the garment industry of Hong Kong,
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which is consistent with the fact that the mean or q, the
average rate of change of export price of garment industry,
showed positive values in both periods. Also, the increase
in income elasticity of export price indicates that export
price would fluctuate more as the national incomes of the
importing countries change. If the supply function of our
garment industry is stable, this also implies that our
exports of garments will also be more sensitive to the
fluctuations of the national incomes of the importing
countries.
I have also tried to apply the model on the
disaggregate data. However the results in some groups are
horrible and I will not present them here. The bad results
are mainly due to the assumption made in the model. The
residual, u, is assumed to be indentically independently
distributed with zero mean. In aggregate data, this
assumption may be all right. But at the disaggregate level,
the residuals, which is affected by fashion, taste and other
factors, will not be i.i.d. and the estimation will be
problematic, particularly with such a small sample.
6.4 Concluding Remarks
In the last chapter, some evidence of quality up-
grading was presented by the comparison of the growth rates
of export prices in garment industry with the inflation rate
as well as the growrates of export prices of the whole
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manufacturing sector. in tnis cnapter, I use an econometric
model to investigate the quality up-grading in the garment
industry. In fact, the model used in this chapter is to net
out the eifect of changes in national incomes of the
importing countries. Although the increase in national
incomes of the importing countries do have positive effect
on the increase in export prices of our garments as shown in
the empirical results above, there are still quite
substantial amount of the increase in export price that
cannot be explained by the increase in national incomes of
the importing countries, particularly in the period 1979 to
1984. Also, the increase in the income elasticity of export
price of t:he garment industry between the two periods
provides another evidence of quality up-grading in the
industry. In addition, the pace of quality up-grading is
found to be quicker in recent years which has already been
demonstrated in the last chapter.
Footnotes of Chapter 6
(1) If producers adopt the mark-up pricing rule, the price
will increase by one percent if the production cost
increases by one percent. For illustration purpose, I
assume that the price is a function of production cost,
i.e.: P= kC
the production cost elasticity of the price is by
defination equal to the ratio of the rate of change of
price to the rate of change of production cost.
i.e.:
it sh uld be noted that dPdC is equal to k while CP
is equ' 1 to 1k. So, the elasticity, e, equals to 1.
(2) In fact, there is an exchange rate issue here. The
national income of the importing country is nominated
in US dollar, but the price and production cost of
garments are all nominated in Hong Kong dollar.
However, the exchange issue can indeed be ignored.
Since the difference in rates of change of price and
production cost are equal to the time derivative of log
value of the ratio of price to production cost, the
effect of the exchange rate will be cancelled out with
assumption of Purchasing Power Parity.
Nomina ted in the US dollar, both P and C should be
multiplied by the exchange rates between the Hong Kong
dollar and the US dollars of the years. But it must be
added that this can only work under the assumption of
Purchasing Power Parity. In realty, the prices cannot
adjust that fast. 'So, in choosing the proxy of
production cost, I can only choose export price index,
which is the one that has faster adjustment to the
fluctuation of exchange rates, instead of GDP deflator.
Also, it also reflects the effect of change in exchange





Hong ].tong's garment industry has grown very zasz for
three decades. Although the advantages of the availability
of cheap labor and the privileges of enjoying relatively
free srccess Lo the principal overseas markets have gradually
been erode(.1 in recent years, Hong Kong's garment industry
still grows steadily. Actually the steady growth of Hong
Kong's garment industry in recent years should be attributed
to the :success in moving up-market and product
diversification in response to the two major difficulties,
namely quota restraints and the existence of low cost
competitors.
Product diversification and moving upmarket, which
includes quality up-grading of the products and the shift
from :pimple and standard products to sophisticated products,
are -t,wo im)rtant strategies in development planning of an
industry. Although Hong Kong has no planning council, self-
interested entrepreners have acted as if there were a
develc:nment planning council in the garment industry.
Product diversification actually rias many aavantages as
discussed in previous chapters. It can decrease the
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pressure of protection from importing countries. It
divers:ifie. the risk of producers from fluctuations in
demand and the tightening of quota restrictions in hot
products. Actually, as hot products are restrained by
export quolas, we need to diversify our products, though
there are still other competitive strategies, such as
qualtity up-grading, diversification of markets and
investment overseas.
While quota restraints have put pressure on product
diversifica ion, the existence of low cost competitors in
this egion has put pressure of concentration on products of
Hong Kong's garment industry, as mentioned in previous
chapters. However, I have found that both phenomena appear
in the garment industry, but in different dimensions. From
the classification by material, I found that the share of
cotton garments, which is the largest as well as the most
restrictive group, decreased more or less continuously after
1976. Here quota restrictions indeed have forced the
industry to diversify their products. Producers have
substituted cotton by other unrestricted or less restrictive
materials. The industry has shown diversification here.
Classifying the products by the classification in the
"Survey of industrial Production, Hong Kong", I found that
the garment industry showed a product concentration in
sophisticated products. Actually, the industry is getting
more and more concentrated in sophisticated products but
diversifying to less restrictive materials.
The quota categories are usually quite rough and hence
there are many products under a quota category. Under the
same quota category, particularly the one with high quota
utilization rates, high value-added products are found to
crowd out low value-added ones. Both Trousers shorts for
men and Trousers shorts for women are under the same
quota category in many countries. We have seen that exports
of Trousers shorts for women grew faster than that of
Trousers shorts for men. In fact, the export volume of•
Trousers h shorts for men decreased. over the three
consecutive years form 1982 to 1984. Also, the quota
category Uhat includes Shirts dress shirts and
Blouses, and the quota category that includes Jackets,
coats suits for men and Jackets, coats suits for
women showed similar phenomenon. Exports of Blouses and
Jackets, coats suits for women grew much faster than
that of Sh'rts dress shirts and Jackets, coats suits
for men respectively during the period under review.
Actual1y the product concentration in sophisticated
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products is a kind of movement upmarket. However, a more
important component of movement upmarket is quality up¬
grading. Indeed, quality up-grading is an effective
response to quota restraints as well as the existence of low
cost compe'.itors in this region. I have found that there
were indee I quality up-grading in products of the garment
industry. firstly, the growth rates of the export prices of
Hong Kong's garment was substantially higher than inflation,
particularly during the period 1978 to 198'4. During the
period 197 to 1976, less than 50% of the growth of exports
was attributed to the price increase. However, over 70% of
the growth of clothing exnorts during the oeriod 1978 to
1984 can be attributed to the price increase. This
indicates not only the existence of quality up-grading but
also the acceleration of the pace of quality up-grading. In
chapter 6. I have used an econometric model to investigate
the quality up-grading problem again and caine to similar
results. The increases in estimated average orice increased
due to quality up-grading and the estimated income
elasticity of export price between the two periods 1970 to
1976 and 1978 to 1984 indicate the existence as well as the
acceleration of aualtiv Ur-£radi ne of the Garment indnatrv.
Quota restrictions indeed affect quality up-gradins
significantly. Export prices of the restrained products
grew much faster than that of unrestrained products. Th
quota restraints have encouraged the industry to mov(
Besides product diversification and quality up-grading
there are still other useful strategies, such a
diversification of markets and investment overseas
A1 tlinuffh some lint. nrnHnnta »rn rpatrainpH T-»v PYnnrt mint«
by some importing countries, we can still expand the exports
of these products by markets diversification. Developing
new markets not only gives us more opportunity to expand ou]
exports, but also enables us not to overly rely on ai
overseas market. This will make exports more stable against
the further protection by the importing countries. Also,
diversifying exports to different markets can also prevent
us from having unduly large share in a major market, which
would attract the protection of the country. Another useful
strategy is to invest overseas. If we invest overseas, we
can use the export quotas of the host country to export our
products. Also, we may also take advantage of cheap labor
of the host country and hence are able to compete with other
low cost competitors. However, these strategies have their
own limitations. In fact, Hong Kong's garment industry
failed to d:i ersify its markets; the U.S. still remains the
single most important export market. Actually the
garment industry of Hong Kong has succeeded in moving up¬
market, which was indeed the engine of growth of Hong Kong's
garment industry in recent years. The Report of The
Advisory Committee on Diversification 1979 has stated.
If this movement up-market continues, there would
appear, for the time being, to be no serious threat to
the growth potential of the industry, at least not as
far as supply side factors are concerned.
It may be true in the coming decade. But if the trend
continues, we will inevitably come to compete with the
leading countries in producing fashions such as France,
Italy and Japan. To compete with these countries in the
production of fashion clothing, much efforts have to be
made.
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